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ABSTRACT

It is generally recognized that reinforcement, over an extended

period of time of a given subject matter taught enhances the student's mastery

and subsequent retention of knowledge and/or sk2.11s. Recent major studies

of curricula have concentrated cn tho content and method of presentation but

have not made any signific'nt strides towards the systematic exploitation of

the potential contribution to the learning process of reinforcement through

proper sequencing of subject matter presentation. This paper cutlines a

mathematical model of the established and industrially vali&te(1 learning and

forgetting theories and presents a computer executed heuristic algorithm for

the selection of the best schedule for subject presentation. Applications

of this methodology can be made at all levels of our educational system; 'ron

the elementary grades through graduate school, in highly academic as well

as vocational training programs.



INTRODUCTION

Since the launching of Sputnick I various phases of the American

educational system have gone through a critical self-examination. Thus, the

mathematics and science curricula at the elementary and secondary school levels

have been greatly restructured in terms of content as well as method 6? pre-

sentation. Undergraduate vniversity curricula, especiall in the professions

such as engineering, business administration and education, have tended towards

greater emphasis on the pt inciplee and on the unificaticel of subject matter.

Typically, proposals resulting from curriculum studies have focneed on the

material covered during the four years of the normal professional preperation

program, on methods of presentation to make the material more meaningful and/or

on the need to extend such programs to 4 1/2 or 5 years of study. In two cases

U. C. L. A. [1] and Dartmouth [2] the contents of traditional courses have been

broken down into mere elementary units, i.e. the underlying; concepts, precepts,

laws, tools, applications and so forth. A procedure was then developed which

allows each of these elemental items to compete, inas objective a manner as

has yet been devised, for its share of the total curriculum time. It may

therefore be presumed that a better allocation of time and therefore emphasis

resulted from these studies. Hence a better balanced curriculum for the

objectives set forth. This indeed was a radical departure from past practices

and certainly a long step forward. However, the studies' attainments fell

short of they inherent potential inasmuch as the problem of sequencing of these

subject matter units was handled pretty much as in times past. Yet, the

reinforcement through proper sequencing and repetition of subject matter plays

an important, if not a key,role in the level of retention and of mastery of

knowledge and of skills at the end of a course of study.

Learning and forgetting theories of psychology are well developed.

The quantitative aspects of these theories have been successfully applied in

industry [3] and they can and should be brought to bear in education to enhance
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the level of mastery of subject matter at graduation and the retention of same

thereafter. Systematic sequencing of the subject matter should meteriall/

help to accomplt-311 these goals.

It is t.:4ards this cnd that a heuristic algorithm implemented by a

large digital computer program has been developed. This paper will Lriefly

describe the algorithm, the computer program and throuLh an example some of

the power of its application. Finally, t,1-2. implication, of this meLhodology

for future research a%1 applications will be outlined.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE SEQUEgCING MODEL

It is assumed for the purpose of this work that the cfintent of a

curriculum has been established and that the total program tici-3 has been

rationed to the various elemental subject items. We then pose the quest on

what are the major :,7actors influencing the sequence L., which the elemental

subject units are to he presented?

Let us imagine a student studying differential calculus. Typically,

he enters this course at the 13eginning of his second semester. As he is exposed

to more and more class hours of instruction, his educational potential in this

subject area increases. What does educational potential mean? In the present

context, the educational potential will represent that level of mastery of the

subject matter which the student attains as a result of his experiences up to

the time in question. Does this mean how well he has memorized this material?

Does it mean how well he can use it in new situations? Does it meaa chat he

can see its relationships to other subjects? Does it imply that he has developed

new attitudes and skills in this su'-,ject area? The answer to these questions is

that depending upon the course content, some or all of these criteria will

apply. Every person 1,.ho teaches a course has, implicitly or explicitav,

developed a set of criteria pith which to evaluate the course. We are constantly



giving; students tests to determine the level of mastery of the material pre-

sented. Our tests may not be very accurate yet we are making decisions based

upon our testing. The point being made is that we do have criteria and ye do

test.

As we teach the studert, hour by hour, his level of mastery im the

given subject increases; bet it does not increase linearly. It has been

shown [4] that a considerable body of emp'edcal data from experimental work

in psychology already exists and that this data is directly related to the

problems of learning. What emerges from this large body of data is that, in

general, a person follow. learning curve which looks like a stretched out

letter-S. Initially, when a student is introduced to new material, the slope

of the curve is very close to zero. This implies that if we plot level of

mastery (P) versus time (t) we find that for every unit of time that we expose

the student to the subject matter, his level of mastery inereases very little.

But as the number of hours of learning increases, the slope increases rapidly

until mastery is directly and linearly proportional to learning Time. Then,

as the learning time i increased still further, the curve gradually le,72is

off until it becomes asymptotic to some maximum level of mastery. This maximum

level represents the level of mastery which the student would reach if he were

to master not only the material presented in the course in question, but also

the material in all other courses offered by the school which repeat and rein-

force the material in the given course. Thus, any student who was to achieve

the maximum level of mastery in a given course would have obtained the largest

amount of"overlearning" that is theoretically possible for a given course 5n

a given curriculum. It can he seen tnat as the top of the curve is approached,

each additional unit of learning time produces less and loss increase in level

of mastery; there is what may be thought of as a point ,1.minishing returns.

Now we consider what happens when a student has completed a course

---



and is not using the material from it in another course. By analogy to

economic problems the completed course can be considered an investment. The

moment the student stops learning a given subject and does not Use it in any

other courses, there is a decay or depreciation in his level of mastery. In

other words, if an equivalent final examination for the course were given to

the student some time after completion of the course, he would obtain a lower

test score than previously. From psychological test data, classroom experi-

ments, and industrial studies over a wide variety of subject matter areas,

people, teaching methods, and so forth, it has been found that the decay or

forgetting curve may be represented by a negative exponential.

Im genes 1, the studclus.level of mastery decreases with disuse ae

time goes by. Howevre:', as soon as he starts to use the subject mette.o in

question in another course, then his knowledge begins to rise again. It shall

be assumed that it rises from the point on the learning curve where he left

off last but shifted downwards because of the decey. Refre-aces [5,6] present

precise descriptions of the learning and forgetting curves. At this point, it

should be noted that in describing the student's mastery of a given subject

we require a function or functions which produce a series of curves which rise

through the learning phase, drop through disuse, then rise again through

reinforcement, and so forth until Thduation day or termenation of the formal

program of study.

On the day of graduation or termination of studies a student will

have some level of mastery of a given subject. The final level of matery

depends upon how the presentation and utilization of this suojet

distributed over the total time of the program. If the total time aiJ,:

to this subject was used during she first semester, the student might have

approached the top of his :arni_ng curve. flowever, during the remaining seven

semesters in school his level of mostery would continuously decay so that on



graduation he would remember very little about the course. However we know
si

that the student will problably experience some repetitions of the material

in other courses and probably in different contexts. Therefore the curve will

rise a livtic, fall a little, rise a little, and so on until at graduation the

student's final level of mastery in this subject will be somewhat higbor than

if there had been no repetitions at all

It can and will be shown that thtire are some distributions of the

subject matter that produce higher levels of mastery at gradation than do

others. We taeref:Dre consider the distribution of every course, topic, or item

in the curriculum in such a way that, at graduation, we maximize the student's

mastery of the entire curicului;', This neans that if we added together the

student's levels of liastery in all courses on the last day in school, the total

would be a measure of mastery of the entire curriculum. Different schedules or

distributions of subject matter will yield different totals. It is a major

objective of this :cork to develop a methodology for finding che schedule or

schedules which produce the highest overall mastery.

It is no-c sufficient merely to maximize mastery on grad'iation day;

it is also importart to maximize the students' retention of the material after

graduation. It turns out that ';:he rain: of forgetting decreases with the increase

in the number of repetitions of tue subject matter, the teaching methods used,

the cumulative amount of time taught, and other factors, It will be shown that

fortunately, scheduls that are optimal wiTh respect to total mastery are also

optimal with respclt to retention.

DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL LEAINNING ZUNCTION

It Is assumed here that the genera trends predicted by the learning

theorists are correct with respect tp learning and forgetcthg. In view of the

large number of imeraz,ting variables connected with learning, and in view of
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the lack of any general theory of learning which is acceptable to most of the

practitioners in the field, the present attempt at a mathematical model

involve the grouping of many of the variables into a small number of lumped

parameters. The degree of mastery of a given course, topic, or subject matter

item, will be expressed as a function of the lumped parameters and a number of

other pertinent variables. As a very gross initial approximation we can state

that the degree of mastery (henceforth known as the education :11 potential,p)

is a function of the type of subject matter, S; the type of learner, L; the

type of teaching method, M; the cumulative learning time, the forgetting

or decay time, tD; and he number of repetitions of the subject matter, R.

Thus,

p=p(S, L, Y, tL, tp, R)

Since these are the fundamental parameters to bP used in this model,

a more detailed erplantion of their meaning is no7 given.

p The education potential represents that letr2. of !:,)-t2ry that the

student achieved ir4" c) given tile t, relative to an initial

base p. The ')ase p is usually taken to be zero for the purposes

of this moc:ol unless sufficient empirical data regarding the student's

initial knowledge )f the subject area in question is available. For

a given schedule, the cucational potential is directly but nonlinearly

porportional to the cumulative learning time. We measure educational

potential in the same units as wl use for time; namely, weeks cr hours.

In trying to determine how much a student has learned in a given

course we normally say that "he has had four weeks of Algebra". This

does not imply that the student has mastered four weeks worth of

Algebra. Rather it means that if we know the learning time we can

estimate the level of mastc:,y by means of the appropriate learning
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function which relates p to t.

S The type of subject matter can be broken down into any number of

arbitrary categories. For instance, the Engineering Science

Curriculum at Dartmouth College [2] has been broken down into if.e

following categories: analytical technique, concept, definition ,

engineering device, experimental technique, factual deta, instrument,

law, precept, principle, and speeial illustration. Another method

of categori:ation breaks the subject matter into various levels of

complexity; from extremely simple, concrete, ill'Jstrations to highly

abstract and generalized material.

From a curriculum synthesis viewpoint, the subject matter can be

characterieed by the importance that the faculty places upon it.

The percentage of time in the entil- curriculum devoted to a given

item by the faculty is en explicit measure of a number of implicit

factors. It includes a facelty concensus regardine, tba total time

that shoule be allocated to this srbject matter commensurate with

the educatieeel objectives cf the school, the available resmenes,

and the "irm that students arc available in the classroom. It also

includes estiate of the direct amount of time required

to teach the subject under average conditions and the indirect time

to b devoted to the repetition of the subject matter In other courses

or se'ccol activities. Thus, the type of subject ma-peter, S, is a

direct function the total time devoted to it by the facy'ty. This

total amount of time shall henceforth be designated by the :etter, H.

L The type of learne--, can initially be categorized into three groups;

a high learner, an average learner, and a low leal.aer. Students may

be placed into these general categories by using a composite .core

derived from such data as I.Q. tests, College Entrance Examinations

(SAT), cumulative grade point averages, general ability profiles,
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counsellors' recommendations, and so forth. For the purpose of this

model a standard learner is defined as that student whose composite

score is equal to the average composite score of all of the students

in the educational institution. In this model the valve assigned to

a standard learner is given by L=1. All other values of. L ore

assigned relative to this value.

M The methods of teachirg can be characterized is many different ways.

Arnold Roe hc,s stated [7] that the corpus of kaowledge on teachice.

methods can He viewed in three dimensions: [A] Relatiea to the stzuc-

ture of the specified course content; [B] Relation of the structuring

to the students and tceehcrs; [C] Relation to the behavioral aspects

of the students. In private discussions with Stephen Abrahamson it

was concluded that a fourth dimension may he addcd; namely, the

behavioral aspects of the teacher. Theoreticall- interactions be-

tween element.; in one dimension with elments in the other dimensions

should lead to the filling 0' each cell with a number representing a

utility for -he perticular intersection of elemEnts. Utility numbers

arc:, in general, difficult to ascertain. In the experimental litera-

ture on teechire Trthndology statements are usually made regarding

the elements in co,e of the dimensions only. Dimension [C] which

related to the behavioral aspects of the students has been summarized

by MeKeachie [8] and Tyler [9]. The other dimensions have keen dis-

cussed be Ro,-, in the reference cited earlier.

For the purpose of this model the teaching parameter, M, vi i1 P1

defined operationally in terms of its effect upon the level of

mastery of the subject matter at a given time relative to the level

that would be achieved under stenda.-d conditions. Standard conditions

els



are defined as those cnnditions that prevail at the time they this

model is implemented in the school. In this sense, M represents

an index which is equal to one (1) under standard conditions and

is greater or less than ele depending upon whether the teaching

methods in general are better or worse than those considered under

standard conditions. This appror...7.h is not as ,.1nprecise as it mr:7

seem at the outscL. Although absolute values to describe t-aching

methods cannot he obtained at the present time, a2elative values can

be estimated and verifications of these estimates can be made with

a minimum expenditure o2 time r.nd resources. For the purpose of

distinguish:rig between different schedules or sequences of subject

matter it is sufficient to use values of M like u.8, 1.0, and 1.25.

These nwbers could represent substandard, stanc.Ird, and superior

teaching methods respectively.

t
L

The variable t
I,

represents the cumulative amount of time that a given

subject has 1,:en studied in the classroom. It 1ile4udes the estimated

time that tiu, subject matter has been reinforccd or used in other

courses or .-Albj.,et In keeping within the precision cbtainable

from this model ar.d the precision of the availeble data, time shall

be measured in wc.as, rather than in hours or some shot-ter

of me.P7ureqient.

The variable R represents the total number of times that a given

subject has been taught or reinforce-i up till the time undc:. consider-

ation. The total number of times includes the initial time tLat the

course was Introduced and each succeeding time that the coure aas

used in other courses. In order to be considered a repetitiol! a

course may be taught or used for less than one week.
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The decay (or forgetting) time occurs when the given subject matter

Is not being caught nor used. It is assumed that no forgetting

occurs while the material is being taught or used; forgetting occurs

at all other times.

A general function which satisfies all cf the conditions given in

[4] and which is dependent upon the parameters stated above is now presented.

H -Bt

p=MH(1
-L(

-4tD where: A =

B = an empirically derived constant
related to initial forgetting

t
D
= 0 dur:Ing learning or relearning

t
D
> 0 during forgc-Ating.

Ambiguities with regard to the independent variable 1: can be eliminated

by writing one equation for learning and another for Iforgtcing:

2

pL = MHO -S
-Lt)

and
PD =

pLS -At

The t used in the learning equation is the same as t1: while the t used

in the decay equation is the same as t.). These equations satisfy the conditions

of learning stated. 5n PL] and others.

The composite enuatica for the education potential presented thus

far represents an "additive model". This implies that the parameters M, L, and

S are independent of each other. It is however, more reasonable to eNpoct that

in a process as complex as learning these parameters are functionally dependent

upon each other. We would expect score mutuP1 interactions. A simple example

will be used to illustrate the problem.

Let S, the type of subject matter have two categories: S1 and S2

L, the type of learner, have: L11,
LM,

and
TEL



ra

M, the type of teaching method, have: M
I

, MT, and M
L

If the educational potentials of the students were to be actually

measured at the end of a course of study, the experimental data a to mutual

interactions might result in graphs similar to those shown in Figure 1.

PI

L
L

S = S1

I
M
T ML

Teaching Method

PI

L

LL

S = S2

T

Teaching Method

Figure 1. --Interactions between parameters S5 M, L.

ML

7E3

For subject matter Sl, a low learner LL, taught by the method of

teaching machines MT, might yield a high educational potential p and much

lower p's for the meth&i. of independent study M/ or a lecture method ML. On

the other hand, an entirely different graph might be obtained for a high

learner LH.

In order to compensate for the effects of interactions for which we

do not as yet have an acceptable theory or explanation, we shall multiply the

equation of OUP model by an interaction factor, I.

In a manner entirely analorpus to that used in engineering to define

efficiencies, flow coefficients, friction and safety factors, we define the

interaction factor as the ratio of the empirically-determined p and the p

which is calculated from the model.

I = I(M, L, S) = Interact; on Factor
=_Vactual)

-12-
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Educational potential from experimental data with interactions

I =
Educational potential from the model without interactions

The composite equation for the educational potential for one particu-

lar course now becomes:

-LtL2
p = IMH(1 -13

-Atp

The model can be generalized for m courses in the j-th schedule.

t
p. = 1).1 = I.M.H.(1 S.

-L. W -A.t
S. D

Z._
1=1 1=1

If there are n possible schedules, the next task is to finn the

schedule with the highest P. Thus, we must maximize P over schedules j -1

through j = n. We turn our attention to this problem in the next section.

A HEURISTIC METHOD FOR SCHEDULING

The combinatorial problem.

The problem of developing optimum or suboptimum patterns of courses

(which we call schedules) hinges upon the fact that for a relatively small

number of courses, there are an extraordinary number of possible arrangements.

4..
For n courses there are n

C
r n(n-r)!r!

combinations of courses taken r

at a time. Thus, if there were only forty courses, there would be 658,008

possible schedules. However, not all of these schedules are really different

from each other and many others are not acceptable because they do not satisfy

constraints such as those for prerequisites and maximum hours of classes per

week allowable. Even if symmetry and the constraints were rztauce the number

of schedules by a factor of 100, the problem would not be appreciably simplified

because the total number of schedules to be investigated would still be "large".

It is not possible even with the most rapid data-processing equipment
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available to investigate and compare all the allowable schedules that are

possible and to find the one which maximizes the objective function, namely,

the educational potential, P. What is needed is a technique which can generate

and evaluate a relatively large number of possible schedules without a tremen-

dous expenditure of time and money. Thus a suitable heuristic algorithm is

required.

In 1962, Gordon Armour [10] presented a methodology for determining

better relative location patterns for physical facilities, the "Computerized

Relative Allocation of Facilities Technique" (CRAFT).

The CRAFT algorithm produces good solutions (but which are not to

be assumed to be best) to the plant layout problem by successively exchanging

each department in location with every other department, evaluating the

incremental transportation costs resulting from each exchange, and retaining

only those layouts that incur lower incremental costs. A solution is reached

when further exchanges :)f departments do not result in any reduction in the

incremental costs. This heuristic algorithm which is implemented by means of

a large computer program produces layouts that are far superior to those

produced by other methods, even though they are not necessarily optimal.

A heuristic algorithm.

The central idea of the solution to the scheduling problem considered

here is taken from CRAFT. By exchanging course locations rather than department

locations, it in possible to generate a progression of different schedules and

to systematically converge on one of a number of good solutions. These solutions

are far better than those currently available and solutions which cannot easily

be improved upon. The algorithm that will be used in this model follows:

a. Compute the educational potential, pi, for the first allowable

schedule, j. (This is usually a schedule recommended in the school

catalogue.)

-14-



b.Calculatethevalueof.P3 obtained by exchanging the location in the

schedule of each course with every other course in a non-redundant

manner,. Compute values only for those schedules that satisfy all

of the school constraints. After each exchange, compare the value

of pj obtained with the previous one. Retain the larger value. If

there are n courses and they are exchanged r at a time, there will be

n! n(n-1) (n- 2)...(n -r +l)

n
C
r rgn r!

exchanges.
-r)!

c. After all exchanges have been completed, print out the schedule having

thehighestp.(namely, the last schedule retained) and associated

data. Compare the latest value, pi with the inititel value, pl. If

P3. is higher than p1, go back to step b and begin the next iteration.

up.isequaleopv(therehasbeeemieereaseiepj3 ecntinue

with step d.

d.Computeenidealvalueof.p) for schedule j and an efficiency based

upon the best schedule.

e. Print the final schedule and associated data.

f. 'top. A subeptimum schedule has been reached.

The computer program.

The heurletic algorithm has been formalized in a computer program

which is briefly presented here. The program contains eighteen subroutines

and over 700 cards in the source deck. The program is written in Fortran IV

and has been run on the Honeywell 800 computer. At the present time the pro-

gram is capable of scheduling over 100 different courses aml handlils more

than 220 time increments. The smallest time increment is usually to en as a

week. This implies that the program can be used to schedule courses during

every single week of a four-year curriculum.

The essential logic of the program Ls shown iii beeead outline in the
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flow diagram, Figure 2. A brief description of each of the subroutines that are

numbered in the flow diagram will aid in interpreting the entire computer program.

1. The entire input to the program is read from individual sets of data

cards which can be stacked one after the other following the source

deck. The input cards contain data regarding the type of format to

be used in printing the schedules; the names, starting times, durations,

and hours per week of all the courses; estimated re5nforcing hours

for each course; data regarding which courses shall remain in a fixed

location; course parameters; prerequisite and corequisite information.

2. The program will then utilize the starting time and duration of each

course to develop an initial schedule which will be printed cet.

3. For the purpose of keeping track of each of the courses in the schedule

and to reduce the computing time, a subroutine has been developed

which locates each course by its row and column ir the schedule.

4. The initial input data and first schedule is inspected to determine

whether there are any major discrepancies in the input. This routine

will determine whether the prerequisites for each coux,se in the

initial schedule are satisfied. It also determines whether the

loa;elmum mober of hours per week allowable have been exceeded during

any time interval in the initial schedule.

5. If any discrepancies in the initial schedule or input data is found,

the exact error is printed out and the program ret,irns to the begin-

ning and reads the next set of data.

6. If there were no discrepancies in the original data set then a table

of the initial input and a copy of the initial schedule is printed.

7. This subroutine computes a total P or educational potential for the

given schedule by:

a. Dividing the schedule into small time increments such as one,

two, or four weeks.



b. During each time increment an increment in p is calculated

for each course in existence within this interval of time.

The sum of all the p increments for each course is obtained

by adding the increment in p to the previous total p at the

end of each time interval. During those time intervals

when forgetting occurs, the increments p are negative

numbers and are subtrac-ced from the vrnrent total p for

the course under consideration.

c. The total P for the initial schedule is compared with the

previous total P which at this point is zero. The higher

value is stored by subroutine 14 and the program then

proceeds to item 8.

8. This subroutine contains a triangular matrix which provides fc/o th?

non-redundant selection of two courses to be exchanged lo location

in the given schedule. Since there are n courses taken two at a

time, it can be seen that by setting r equal to 2 in the previously

given formula, the total number of possible exchanges for one

iteration is n(n-1)/2. Thus for twenty courses there would be

20(20-1)/2 or 190 individual exchanges. If the exchange under

consideration is not the last one of the iteration, the program pro-

ceeds to item 9.

9. In -&is subroutine preliminary checks are made to see whether an

actual exchange is advisable. Two courses may not be exchanged if

their starting times are equal or if their durations are mequal. If

these two conditions are not satisfied, then the program returns to

item 8 and two new courses are selected for possible exchange.

10. If the two courses pass the initial checks then the exchange utine

physically exchanges the two courses in location in the schedule and
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also exchanges their starting times and locations in the array.

11. If a three-hours-per-week-course is exchanged with a ore-hour-per-

week-course, it is possible that in its new location the three-hour-

per-week-course may cause the maximum allowable lumber of hours per

week to be exceeded. If this occurs, the program goes to subroutine

12.

12. This subroutine reverses the operations that v:pe carried out in

subroutine 10; k places the two courses in question back into

their previous locations in the schedule and then th prograia proceeds

to subroutine C where two new courses are selected.

13. If the maximum-hours-per-week constraint is not violated, the program

continues to subroutine 13 where the prerequisites for the two courses

in question are scrutinized. If there have. bee no violations of the

prerequicites or corequisites or either cf the tw:' cours-:s exchanged,

then the program goes to subroutine 7 where a P for this schedule is

calculated. However if the prerequisite:: are violated the program

proceeds to 12 and ultimately to 8 where new courses are selected for

exchange.

14. After a total P has been calculated for a given schedule it is com-

pared with the previous total P and the higher value is stored. In

this routine appropriate tables and schedules are updated depending

upon which P must be remembered.

15. If the last exchange of this iteration has bcan completed, the

program goes to subroutine 15. The latest schedule is printed together

with all of the P's for this iteration.

16. The last P calculated is compared with the first one of this iteration

and if there has been no improvement, namely they are both equal, the

program proceeds to item Z.P. If on the other hand there has been a



change in P, the program returns to subroutine 8 and the triangular

matrix is initiated from the beginning. The program will then carry

out another entire iteration and continue in this way until there

is no improvement in P during an entire iteration.

17. In this routine an ideal educational potential is computed frr the

final schedule. If the reinforcements for a given course could be

scheduled at any time, we would attempt to schedule them as soon as

possible after the given course has been completed. This would

mean that the student would learn all of the course raterial continu-

ously without any intervening periods of forgetting. Under these

conditions, when all of the reinforcements have been completed, thn

rate of forgetting will be the minimum possible rate due to the fact

that we have scheduled the maximum number of reinforcements (repeti-

tions), and forgetting occurs only after there has b3en t'act greatest

possible amount of overlearning. This calculation leads to a possible

but highly Improbable total educational potential which we classify as

the ideal. This routine also carries out the calculation of an

efficiency which is defined as follows:

Efficiency P(final) P(initial)

P(ideal) P(initial)

This efficiency represents one possible standard by which to judge

the relative superiority of the schedule calculated by the model and

the schedule taken from a school catalogue.

18. This subroutine inquires whether there are any new data sets that have

not as yet been processed. If there are additional sets the program

returns to the "read" statements and begins to calculate a new data

set. In the event that there are no new data sets left, the pr,..r.iam

stops. The program will also stop if there are any contradictions in
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in the final set of data.

Additional computer prcgram capabilities.

1. Dy charging a single "dimension" statement in the source deck it is

possibl,-, to increase the wamber of scheduled courses from 1.'n to

200, or to increase the number of time inteme3i; from 220 to 440

without requiring the use of a tl.oger. comput--,.

2. Any ilun!1-r of cc-rees can be kept in fin:d locationc in th,: schedule;

they would never be exchanged in location with ,xy rther co-zrE,es.

This feature is very helpfal in those cases where it is decideti to

give certain courses at particular times.

3. The program can rapidly ccmpute a value for the educational potential

for individual schedules that are to be comparc3. For instance, it

Llight be desirable to know whether a coureP is S-ati.stics should be

taught to engineering students in the freshman yc.1-e or the junior

year. Both types of schedules can be evaluated in less than a

minute of computer time.

4. tchedules with courses of different durations can be handled by the

program with no special instructions or charges in the source deck.

5. Changes in the function for calculating P, which would result from

future research and field testing, can be made in a few minutes

by retyping a few cards in the source program deck. Such changes

in -the objective funetion will not affect the operation of the rest

of the program.

The complete computer program is available at the University of Southern

California-Honeywell Computer Center. An example of a typical but hypothetical

application cf the computerized methodology is presented in the next section.
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EXAMPLE

The computerized sequencing model has been applied to the problem of

finding improved schedules for the last two years of the engineering curriculum

for a mechanical engineering student at the California State College at Los

Angeles. A typical schedule which is recommended in the college catalogue was

used as the initial schedule in the computer program. This schedule is shown

in Figure 3. Every line in the schedule represents the courses studied by

the student for a period of one week. Each semester is sixteen weeks long; there

are two weeks between semesters; the summer vacation lasts for eighteen weeks;

and graduation is assumed to occur two weeks after the last final examination is

given.

Since only engineering and mathematics courses were considered for

scheduling, it was assumed that a maximum of thirteen hours per week of these

technical courses are allowable. In addition, all of the nDerequisites given

in the 1965 college catalogue were introduced. Finally, an e-Jtimate was made

of the number of weeka that each course reinforces every other course in the

initial schedule. An estimate of this type would normally be made by a con-

sensus of the faculty.

The computer program produced a printout of the level of mastery for

each course for every week in the initial schedule (88 weeks total). These

values have been plotted for four typical courses in Figure 4. The graphs show

among other things, that forgetting occurs between semesters; forgetting de-

creases with increase in reinforcements and with proximity to total mastery;

and that the maximum height of the learning curve varies with ne subject matter.

An improved schedule of courses produced by the computer progr.:D is

shown in Figure 5. It appears that this final schedule is not much different

from the initial schedule. Although 6f",0 different schedules were attempted by

the computer, only a comparatively small number of these were allowable. This

is directly attributable to the large number of scheduling constraints that are
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OUTPUT

CImHTD SCHEDULE. TIHE INCRCMCNT5 ar I. WEIRS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DyNANCi syn. Of MATERIAL Any. (NOG. HATH
rirCTRICAL CIRCI nyNAmICs ST4. Of MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH
urcTRzcAL CIRCI DYNAMIC{ STA. Of mATERIAL Any. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAHICS ST1. Of MATERIAL ARV. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMIC% ST4. Of MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS ST4. Of MATERIAL ADV. CNGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIO! DYNAMIC: STD. Of mATENIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STN. Of MATERIAL Any. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STR. OF MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STR. OF MATERIAL AnY. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS . STN. OF MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH
ELCCTRICAL CIRCI DYNANICS STR. OF MATERIAL Any. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STR. OF MATERIAL Anv. ENGRG. MATH
LLCCTR/CAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STD. OF MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STA. OF MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS . STR. or MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATm

THERmoDYNAMICS
THFAm0DYNAmiEs
THERMODYNAMICS
THERmADYNAmICS
YmeRmODyNAHICS
TmERHODyNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERmODyNAMICS'
THEAmODYAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAHICS
THERMODYNAMICS
TmERmODyNAHICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS

FLUID MECHANICS
FLU:0 MECHANICS
rLato MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
FLUID HECHANICS
FLUID HECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
FLIIID MECHANICS
FLUID mECmANICS
FLUID mccmAmics
FLUID MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS

. FLUID HECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS

FLUID MECH. LAS
FLUID mEcm. LAm
FLUID HECm. LAN
PLOD mECH. LAN
FLUID Wm. LAD
FLUID mECm. IA8
FLUID HECm. LA/1
rim° mccm. LAO
FLUID MACH. LAO
FLUID METH. LAN
FLUID MECH. LAS
rut° MECH. LAA
FLUID /1E04. LAO
FLUID MECm. LAO
FLUID NECH. LA
FLUID MECH. LAN

CLECTIC SySTENS
CLECTIC SySTEHS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
ELECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
fLECTIC SySTCm5
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SySTENS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS
CLECTIC SYSTEHS
CLECTIC SYSTEMS

2 Warg SEMESTER DATA hr
STR. OF MATR LAB ELECT. CIRC. L48 ENGRG DIG.COHPTR
STA. or HATA LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAD CNGRG DIG.COmPTR
STR. OF MATR LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAB ENGRG DIG.COHPTR
STR. OF MATR LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAD ENGRG DIG.COmPTR
STR. or MATR LAB ELECT. CIRC. LAD ENGRG DIG.COHPTR
STR. OF MATR LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAO ENGRG DIGICOmPTR
STN. OF MATR LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAB ENGRG DIG.COmPTR
STR. OF MATR LAD ELECT. CIRC. LA8 ENGRG nIG.COmpTR
STR. OF MATR LAB ELECT. CIRC. LAO ENGRG DIGICOMPTR
STR. OF MATR LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAG ENGRG DIG.COHPTR NDEENDENTSTUDY
STR. or MATR LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAO ENGRG DIG.COmPTR INDEENDENTSTUDY
STR. OF MATR LAB ELECT. CIRC. LAB ENGRG DIG.COHPTR INDEENDENTSTUDY
STR. Of HATA LAO ELECT. CIRC. LA8 ENGRG DIG.COmPTRINDEPENDENTSTUDY
STR. OF MATR LAB ELECT. CIRC. LAD ENGRG DIG.COmPTR INDEPUIDENTSTUDY
STR. Of MATR LAO ELECT. CIRC. LAD CNGRG DIG.COHPTR INDEENDENTSTUDY
.TR. Of MATR LAD ELECT. CIRC. LAS ENGRG OTG.CONPTA INDCPCNOCNTSTuOT

NDECNDENTSTuDY
NoolopENTSTUDY
NDEPENDENTSTUDY
NDERCNDENTSTUDY
NDEPENDENTSTUOY
NDEPENDENTSTUDY
NDEpENDENTSTuDY
NDEENDENTsTuDY
NDEPENDENTSTUDY

SEMESTER VACATION

TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. RiPT. wRTG MEAT POWER LAD
TECH. WT. WRTG MEAT POWER LAB
'TECH. RCPT. wRTG MEAT POWER LAO
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAB
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. REPT. wRTG mega POWER LAB
TECH. REPT. wRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. REPT. WRTG SEAT POWER LAE)
TECH. REPT: wRTG HEAT POWER LA8
TECH. RCPT. wRTG HEAT POWER LAB
TECH. REPT. wRTG HEAT POWER LAB
TECH. REPT. wRTG HEAT POWER LAB
TECH. REPT. wRTG MCAT POWER LAO
TECH. RFPT. wRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. Rf.PI. wRTG NEAT pnwER LAB

ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERmED. TmERm0
ENGRG. ANALYSIS IHTERmED. THERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERNED. THERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERNED. TmERm0
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INIERmED. TmERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERmED. TmERm0
ENGRG.ANALYSIS INTERmED. THERHO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERmED. THERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERmED. THERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERmEDI TmERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERNED. THERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERmED. TmERm0
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERmED. TmERm0
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERRED, THERMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERRED. TMCRMO
ENGRG. ANALYSIS INTERRED. TMCRMO.

2 WEEK SEMESTER DREyr
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TuRDomACNINERY
NDuST.NEAT TRFR TuR80mAcHINERY
NDuST.HLAT TRFR TURGOmACHINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TURBONACMIAERY
NOuST.NEAT TRFR TuROOmACmINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TuRBOmACHINERY
NDUST.HEAT TOR TURBOmACHTNERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TuRBOmACmINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR.TURBOmACmINENy
NDUST.HEAT TOR TUROOmACmINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TuRBOmACH:NERY
NDuST.NEAT TRFR TuRGOHACHINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TUROOmACmINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TuRBOmACmINERY
NEWST.HEAT TRFR TuRBOmACHINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TuROOmACmINERY

AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODyNAH:E5
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS

POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS

fp, ITERATION 2. MAX. No. Of ClCmANGCS 325 RO. of ALLOwA8LC (x00/40E3 22.
INITIAL p P52.3 FINAL. re 259.46 ( (fINAL) (INITIAL)) 7.011

Fig. 5.'. --Computer printout of an improved schedule for
last two years of mechanical engineering at CSCLA.
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INPUT

INITIAL SCHEDULETINE INCREMENTS OF I WAS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STA. OF MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. ETRE. LAO
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS STR. OP MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL EIRE! DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI ovNAmTEs
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL EDICT DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRC! DYNAMICS
ELECTRICAL CIRCI DYNAMICS

THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
TmERMOOYNAMICs
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS

, THERMODYNAMICS
YMERMOOYNAMICS,
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
TMCAMODYNAMICS

FLUID MECHANICS
fLul0 MECHANICS
fLUID ECHANIES
FLUID MECMANIE5
FLUID MECHANICS
fLUID MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
fLUIO MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS

CLUtO MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
fLUID MECHANICS
FLUID MECHANICS
ri!) MECHANICS
fLUID MECHANICS

fLUID MECH. LAO
FLUID MECO. LAO
fLuip MECO. LAB
eLuln MECH. LAM
FLUID MECH. LAO
0%010 MECH. LAO
FLUID MECO. LAM
FLUID MEM LAO

'fLHIO MECH. LAO
fLID MECH. LAN
fLUID MEM LAM
FLUID MECH. LAO
FLUID MECM. LAO
FLUID MECH. LAO
PLUTO MEEm. LAO
fLUID MECH. LAO

STR. Or MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STR. Or MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STR. Of MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAS
STR. Or MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STA. or mArEpTAL ADV. ENGRG. mATm ELECT. CIPC.LAO
5TR. or mATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
SIR. Of MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MOM ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STA. Of MATERIAL ADV.. CMOs MATH ELECT. CIRC, LAO
sTR or MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STR. or MATERIAL Adv. ENGRG. mATm ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STR. OF MATER:AI. ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STR Of MATERIAL ADY. ENGRG, NATm ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STR. or MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO
STR. Or MATERIAL ADV. ENGRG. MATH ELECT. CIRC. LAO

WEEK Seiffe.grep aReive
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS 5TR. OF HAIR LAB ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENCAG. ANALYSIS STA. OF MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS STA. Of MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS STR. OF MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
CLCCTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSTS STR, Or MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.EOMPTR
ELECTIC 5y5TEN5 ENGRG. ANALrSIs STR. OF MATR LAO ENGRG-DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS SIR. Of MATR LAO ENGRG OTO.COMPTRELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS STR, Of HAIR LAO ENGRG DIG,COmPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS STR. OF MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS 5TR. OF MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS STR. OF MATR LAO ENGRG DID.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS STR. Of MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS WAG. ANALYSIS SIR. Of MATR LAO ENGRG OIG.COMPTH
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG. ANALYSIS STR. Of HAIR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC. SySTEMs. ENGRG. ANALYSTS 5TR. OF MATR LAO ENGRG DIG.COMPTR
ELECTIC SYSTEMS ENGRG, ANALYSIS STR,'Of MAT* LA8 ENGRG 010.COmPIA

SEMESTER VACATION

TECH..REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAD
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LA5
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. RCPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. REPT. WRTG MCAT POWER LAO
TECH, REPT. WRTG SEAT POWER LAB
TECH. REPT. WRTG NEAT POWER LAD
TECH, RFPT. WRTG MEAT POWER LAD
TECH, REPT, WRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAO
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAG
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAB
TECH. RFPT. WRTG MEAT POWER LAB
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT POWER LAS
TECH. REPT. WRTG HEAT. POWER LAB
TECH. RFPT. WATG HEAT POWER LAB

INDEPCNOENTSTUDY INTERNED. THERMO
INDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. THERm0
INDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. TMERNO
INDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERHEO. THERHO
INOEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. THERMO
NDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. THERMO
NOEPENDENTSTUOY INTERNED. THERMO
NDEPENDENTSTUOY INTERmEO. TmERm0
NDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. THERMO
NoEpENDENTSTUOY INTERNED. THERMO
NDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. TMERm0
NDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. THERMO
NDEPEROENTSTuOT INTERKO. THERM)
NDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERMFD. TmERm0
NDEPENDENTSTUDY INTERNED. THERMO
NDEPENDENTSTUOCINTERNED. TMERMO

2 WEEK SEMESTER °RCA A'
NCMST.EAT TRFR TUROOMACMINERY
NOUST.HEAT 'IAEA TIMOHAEHTNERY
NOM5T.HEAT TRFR TURGOMACMINEAY
NOOT.MEAT T1tfR TOIDOMACHINERY
NOMST.HEAT TRFR TUROOMACHINERY
NDUST.NEAT TRFR TUROOMAEHINERY
NTIMST.0EAT TRrA TUROOMACINERV
NDUST.HEAT TRFR TUROOMACMTNERY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR YUROOMACHINERV
NOUST.EAT TRFR TUROOMACMTNCRY
NDUST.HEAT TRFR %ROC:MACHINERY
NDUST.HEAT THEN TuNDOMACHINCRY
NDUST.NEAT TArN YUROOMACMINERY
NDUST.HEAT TRER TURBOMACHINERY
NOUST.HEAT TRFR TUROOMACPIINERY
NOUST*HEAT TRFR TUROOMACHINERY

TIMC INTERVAL. IWDERS
MO.OF COLUMNS.

AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMKS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS

NO. Of INTERVALS IN SCHEDULE. 8
NO. Of SUOJECTS IN sCmEDuLE. :0

POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS.
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS
POWER PLANTS

TOTAL WEEKS 6O.
TOTAL ITEMS* IA.

'3.. Computer printout of initial schedule. Lasttwo years of mechanical engineering at CSCLA.
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imposed in this curriculum. Substantially greater improvements could be

obtained by reducing the number of prerequisistes, increasing the number of

courses by changing over to a "quarter" system or a continuous progress system,

and by considering the interactions between the technical and liberal arts courses

in the design of new schedules.

A table of parameters used in the calculation of P is printed toward

the end of the comruter program output and is reproduced in Figure 6. The

table also includes an ideal P and a final P for each of the twenty courses

considered in the schedule.

A series of sensitivity studies were carried out to determine the

effects of small changes in the learner, teaching method, and the starting

schedule used in the program. It was found that relatively small changes in

these parameters yielded the same best schedule. This result indicates the

relative stability of the solutions resulting from the us of the heuristic

algorithm and this computer program in particular. Large changes in M and L

resulted in significant changes in the suboptimum schedule.

Although the sensitivity studies produced one schedule, it also

yielded a different value of total level of mastery (P) for every combination

of M, L, and schedule Sc. It is of considerable importance to know whether

these values of P are statistically significant, i. e. whether the variations

in P are due to chance or due to specific interactions between the parameters.

To accomplish tnis, level of mastery scores were generated by computer slAula-

tion for two levels of teaching methods, tnree levels of learner abiJaty, and

two levels of scheduling (catalog and derived) and a statistical analysis was

made [4].

The statistical analysis of the aforementioned simulation data showed

that interactions do occur and they are significant. These results could not

have been predicted by considering the factors individually or by visual
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analysis of the model. The use of the analysis of variance in conjunction

with the model's simulation data has made it possible not only to predict

interactions that seem consistent with empirical findings in educational re-

search, but also to estimate which kinds of interactions are significant and

the expected relative degree of significance between factors. This finding is

Very encouraging.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. The modoi prasented offers a unified approach to curriculum planning;

it integrates the usual logical and time constraints on the curriculum

content with our broad existing knowledge about educational psychology.

2. The model allows us to make the learner (student) an integral input

to curriculum planning.

3. It focuses attention on the major variables conl.....cted with curriculum

research and offers a particular functional ndatienship, between

these variables. The model's greatest significance lies, perhaps, in

the fact that it presents an explicit conceptual framework which can

b tested, verified, improved or rejected.

4. framewcrk represents a rather detailed blueprint for action. It

Lticourages the use of simulation, heuristic, and statistical techniques

to deepen and integrate our knowledge in such specialized areas as

learning theory, curriculum synthesis, student colmselling mid testing.



CONASC S

TA6LC OfPAAANCTCA3 WO IN TMC CALCULATION Of

1 M H L 3 tIOCAL/ INAL
1 1.00569 '1.00 1.00 24.00 1.20 '.85 20.79 11.682 1.01156 1.00 1.00 20.00 1.20 .65 0.36 0.201 1.00664 1.00 1.00 26.00 1.20 .68 1G.59 11,614 1800954 1.00 1.00 22.00 1.20 .65 17.64 15.005 1.00484 1.00 1.00 24.00 1.20 .65 16.83 9004 1.0035 1.40 0.00 36.00 1.20 .45 13.76 9.417 !.00356 1.00 1.00 36.00 1.20 .65 26.97 25.474 4 1.00956 1.00 1.00 22.00 1.40 .65 13.64 12.499 1.00464 1.00 1.00 26.00 1.40 .65 15.97 6.0410 1.00403 1.00 1.00 24.00 1.40 .455 4.13 4.1311 1.00403 1.00 1.00 24.00 1.20 .65 6.13 4.1312 1.00474 1.00 1.00 23.00 '1.40 .65 40.79 16.7913 1.00603 1.00 1.00 24.00 0.20 .65 21.94 16.0904 14004,1 1.00 1.00 32.00 1.40 .65 0.05 80615 1.00956 1.00 1.00 22.00 1.20 .L5 15.70 14.2616 1.01606 0.00 1.00 07.00 4.20 .65 15.47 1507IT 1.01156 1.00 1.00 20.01 1.20 .85 17.26 17.2616 1.01615 1.00 0.00 16.00 1.20 .45 14.60 14,6619 1.00451 1.00 1.00 32.00 1,20 .45 13.23 9.9120 1.01431 1.06 1.00 14.00 1.20 .05 14.00 16104

707AL ;DEAL m307070 311.0670741. 10266 Pa 311.1 111157 707AL, P. 255.4 LAST TOTAL P. 259.9 MAX. EXCHAN4C3 325 CffICICNCYm I PC? MIT

Fig. 6'. . --Computer printout of parameters used in thecalculation of P.
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